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Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Republic of Tyva

Police in the Siberian republic of Tyva detained a nine-year-old girl on suspicion of urging
strangers to commit acts of terrorism via text message.

A video published by the local branch of Russia’s Interior Ministry was said to have shown the
girl providing testimony to a police officer, though there was no audio accompanying the
video, so it was unclear what exactly was being discussed.

Screenshots of the text messages the girl reportedly sent showed her asking an unidentified
receiver: “Can you kill people for 500,000 rubles [$5,400]?”

The sum appears to be a reference to one of the suspected gunmen behind last week’s deadly
concert attack near Moscow, as he claimed in a video of having been paid half a million rubles
for killing scores of people.
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Related article: No Plans for Putin to Meet With Concert Attack Survivors, Kremlin Says

According to the text messages shared by police in Tyva, the recipient of the girl’s text
message declined her request, in response to which she wrote: “Goodbye! We need terrorists.
Not defenders.”

The girl, whose identity was not revealed by the authorities, later apologized to the recipient
in the text message exchange and asked them not to alert Russia’s Federal Security Service
(FSB).

Police officers and FSB agents detained the girl along with her parents in the town of Chadan,
the Interior Ministry said Wednesday.

“The schoolgirl admitted that she decided out of boredom to send a message to an unknown
contact saved on her older sister’s phone,” the law enforcement body said.

Her mother was charged with the misdemeanor offense of “failing to fulfill obligations
regarding the care and upbringing of a minor.”

Police said they were considering whether to press additional charges, warning that calls to
commit terrorist acts online are punishable by up to seven years in prison, while failing to
report crimes to the authorities is also a criminal offense.
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